
‘‘Authentic and effortlessly chic womenswear 
melding together influences from Tunisia and Japan’’



ANISSA AIDA  is a womenswear fashion design and accessory label 
that produces collections which aim to illustrate the interaction between 
clothes and cultures, creating a language that reflects both tradition and 
modernity. Through thoughtful choices concerning cuts and silhouettes 
as well as fabric selection, ANISSA AIDA’s mission statement is to achieve 
modern sophistication together with timeless classics.

The label is primarily inspired by the culture of the designer’s home country 
-Tunisia- which is rich in heritage, knowledge and traditional craftsmanship. 
Over three thousand years of history, this culture remained open to all the 
civilizational inflow. ANISSA AIDA  also explores the similarities between 
the traditional garments worn in Tunisia and Japan. Many guiding threads 
seem to link kimonos, «jebbas», «djellabas», caftans, and so forth: cuts, 
geometry, structure, textures and colors have a common language to 
reflect tradition and modernity.



Originally from Tunisia, born and raised between Tunis and Paris, Anissa Meddeb moved to New York 
to study fashion design at Parsons, the New School where she obtained her bachelor of fine arts with 
a focus in womenswear. During her studies, she did an exchange program at Central Saint Martins in 
London Her senior thesis collection was sponsored and mentored by Jason Wu (December 2014) and 
nominated for the Hugo Boss Senior collection Prize (January 2015).
She gained professional experiences with prestigious designers such as A.P.C. in Paris, Marc Jacobs, 
ThreeAsfour and Outdoor Voices in New York.
In 2016, Anissa launched her label  ANISSA AIDA, Aïda being a tribute to her older sister who passed 
away in 2010. 
Her first collection Interfaces, a visual dialogue was presented at Musk and Amber gallery, Tunis, Tunisia 
in March 2016. 
Anissa was recently selected FIT Design Entrepreneur. This selective program taught at the Fashion 
Institute of Technology by industry professionals offers mentorship and guidance helping designers take 
their business to the next level.
Anissa Aida was also selected laureate for OpenMyMed Prize 2018 of Maison Méditerannéenne 
des Métiers de la Mode, a program providing targeted support for young labels in brand strategy, 
communication and trade. Laureates of the program in the past include Jacquemus and Koché.
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INSPIRATIONS & VALUES 

Japanese and oriental cultural influences shine 
through Anissa Aida’s variations on kimonos, use of 
patchworks and boro textiles.

Japanese indigo dyeing is characterized by a deep 
blue color that is also called “Japan blue”.
Its deep, bright blue color has attracted people from 
the ancient times.

Japanese Boro principles of using textiles that have 
been mended or patched together from left-overs, 
embrace respect for the singularity of things, as well 
as esteem for the labor and available resources, 
which is much the opposite to today’s consumption 
oriented life patterns. 

‘‘Meddeb has woven together her Tunisian heritage, Japenese aesthetic and a colour palette plucked straight from a village in the Mediterranean’’ 
Backstage Tales, September 2018

Tunisia is rich of three thousand years of history
The culture remained open to all the civilizational 
inflow. Its accessible Mediterranean Sea coastline 
and strategic location have attracted visitors and 
conquerors throughout the ages.

ANISSA AIDA is primarily inspired by the culture of 
Tunisia, Anissa’s home country. This culture is very 
diverse. It results from the blending of  the various 
civilizations which marked it’s territory.Carthage, the 
Romans, the Muslims, France...
It is rich in heritage, knowledge and traditional 
craftsmanship and represents a limitless source of 
inspiration. 

ANISSA AIDA believes in marrying different  cultures  
to create something innovative and harmonious.

TUNISIA JAPAN



ANISSA AIDA draws inspiration from the similarities between traditional garments worn in North Africa and those worn in Japan

Indeed, many guiding threads seem to link kimonos, « jebbas », « djellabas », caftan, and so forth: the cut, the geometry, 
the structure, the textures, the colors have a common language to reflect tradition and modernity. Those ancestral apparels 
remain very modern. In this sense, they are timeless and continue to represent the limitless sources of inspiration.

CONSTRUCTION: A COMMON LANGUAGE 
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Asymmetrical mandarin shirt

One of the label’s mission is to preserve cultural heritage 
by re-interpreting local ancestral techniques such as the 
hand-weaving of silks.



MOODBOARD

HuES OF BLuE
MEDITERRANEAN
MINIMALISM
TuNISIAN HERITAGE
JAPANESE AESTHETIC
SuSTAINABILITY



Founded in 2016, the label has won several 
competitions in London (Fashion Scout: “Ones 
to Watch”, New York (FIT Design Entrepreneurs 
Program”), and Marseille (“OpenMyMed”).

SS19 runway, Fashion Scout London 



ANISSA AIDA OFFERS A MINIMALIST DRESSING OF VERSATILE PIECES FOR CULTURALLY SENSITIVE AND ACTIVE WOMEN FOR EVERY ASPECT OF THEIR LIVES, 
FROM FORMAL TO WORK OCCASIONS AS WELL AS CASUAL COOL. THE COLOR PALETTE OF MEDITERRANEAN VILLAGES INSPIRES THE SIGNATURE COLOR BLUE.

Bustier Jumpsuit in Klein Blue

Leather mini Square Bag



BLUE
The color palette of mediterranean lifestyle 
inspires the the signature color blue

STRIPES
Stripes are often used, and in asymmetrical ways. 
They echo those of Tunisian fouta, hammam towels.

EFFORTLESSLY CHIC
Innovative ready to wear classics with clean lines 
and natural fabrics that would suit everyone

MINIMALISM
Clever approach to tailoring and architectural 
shapes and variations of kimonos.
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Anissa Aida features two kinds of urban bags:
- The traveller’s bag:  an oversize adjustable 
backbag that can be worn in differents ways
- The Square bag: a minimalist and geometric bag 
that comes in three sizes.
All bags are hand made, entirely in leather and 

lined  in leather.
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Leather mini square bag

Traveller’s bag



ANISSA AIDA is leading toward seasonless collections. For the winter collection,  some 
warmer pieces like wool jackets and coats are added to complete the core collection of 
shirts, pants and jumpsuits. 



VOICI 
August 2016 
Paris, France  
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VOGUE 
September  2016 
London, UK 
 

http://www.vogue.co.uk/shows/spring-summer-2017-
ready-to-wear/anissa-aida/collection/ 
 

 
 
 
SPRING/SUMMER 2017  
 

Anissa Aida London Spring/Summer 
2017 Ready-To-Wear Collection 
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FAR NEARER: THE NEW TRENDY HUB OF SOPI 

 
03.01.2018 

There is a definitely feel of total novelty in this new trendy venue of SoPi. And with cause, Dounia 
Sitayeb really knows how to spot hype labels, still confidential, that are popping up all over the planet. Totally 
refreshing. 

Several exclusivities, pretty rarities, real curiosities, the young AD who started out in advertizing at BETC, after 
stints in London and New York, always keeps an eye on the next hip fashion and lifestyle targets. 

Because here nothing is static. Brands come and go in keeping with his finds. At the moment: asymmetrical shirt 
and sarouels by Anissa Aida, a Tunisian designer whose unleashed creativity recalls Japanese designers. An 
experimental style, yet easy to wear and that fits the bill. Wary Meyers vegetal soaps, hand-made in the state 
of Maine, fragrant and colourful. Big crush for the gold mood rings of the moodlit Parisian label, that upgrades 
to the rank of jewelry the ring that changes colour according to your mood  #BackToThe90s. Super cool also, 
white t-shirts with a pastel pink “Paname” at the bottom of the back signed no/one paris. Pearl cuffs from South 
Africa and cards with impertinent messages by US brand Terrapin Stationers. 

The other passion of Dounia is the chill atmosphere of coffee-shops. So she quite naturally installed a spanking 
new coffee machine, three small tables, stools, so those who want can sip a Lomi cappuccino and nibble on 
home-made cakes, while reading the latest magazines. 

Also check out the Sprezzatura concept-store as well as Sneakers and Chill, the tattoo artiste of Stan Smith. 

 
Julie Zwingelstein 

FASHION NETWORK 
19 Janvier 2018 

http://fr.fashionnetwork.com/news/L-Atelier-Meraki-investit-le-Who-s-
Next,938216.html#.WnOB9LziZdh	
	

	
 

L'Atelier Meraki 
investit le Who's Next 

Par Tanissia Issad 

Invité par le Who's Next à imaginer une revue intitulée « The Jazz Age », l'Atelier Meraki a  travaillé sur une 

exposition photo et préparé un défilé sur le thème du jazz. Avec en guise de point d'orgue une sélection de pièces 

des marques hébergées par l'incubateur sis dans le XIe arrondissement parisien. Atelier Berlioz, Anissa Aida, 

Noémie Devime, Victo, Raphaël Delacroix ou encore Tremblepierre, tous ont en commun d'être des griffes 

françaises qui proposent des produits confectionnés à la main et en nombre limité. 

                                                       

La dernière collection d'Anissa Aida - Instagram @anissaaida 

PRESS



ONLINE

NEW YORK 

PARIS

LONDON

TUNIS

ANISSA AIDA

Tictail
Soukra
My Souk in the City
Affaires Etrangères
NAAD

Tictail

Far Nearer
Attarine

utter Couture

Musk and Amber
Mooja 
SuperSouk
Square5 Studio
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http://anissaaida.com/collections/all-products
https://tictail.com/anissaaida
https://soukra.co/designers/anissa-aida/
https://mysoukinthecity.com/en/shop/anissa-aida/
https://affairesetrangeresparis.com/createurs-de-mode/anissa-aida/
https://naad.me/collections/vetements-tout%3Fpage%3D1


contact@anissaaida.com www.anissaaida.com anissaaida.officialanissaaida

https://anissaaida.com
https://www.facebook.com/anissaaida.official/
https://www.instagram.com/anissaaida/

